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The Latest

The Pulse is a great way to share what’s happening at Logan and
Beaudesert Hospitals with all staff.

PULSE

The Pulse is designed to share service information, staff achievements or
to congratulate staff on a job well done, but it’s also an opportunity for you
to share activities and news from your own teams, or even about our staff
active in the local community.
Don’t forget that you can submit items for
inclusion in a future edition via this link >>

submit now

Emergency Department

ED massage a small
thank you to

fr ont l ine nurses

Visit

intoyourbody.com.au

Logan ED have enjoyed a winter rub down as part
of the Winter Wellness for Staff Program.
ED NUM Tracy Churchill said the response had been extremely
positive with staff enjoying a wellbeing treat over the difficult
busy months.

“Over the winter months the staff are being treated to a once a
month five minute massage to keep their spirits bright and keep
them feeling fresh,” she said.
“We want to show our team that we appreciate what they do
every day.
“The ED has had many challenges this year. Despite the rough
times every day, our team come back, ready to start again. This
is a small token of our huge appreciation for our nurses on the
frontline.”

read online
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“ We want to show
our team that we
appreciate what they
do every day ”

Pulse People

New blood
leading Logan Hospital’s
Emergency Department
The new Director of Logan Hospital’s Emergency
Department has proved she is adaptable, capable
and enthusiastic about change so there’s no better
person for the job of leading Queensland’s second
busiest and most culturally dynamic ED.
Completing her medical degree at the University of Pretoria and her
post graduate studies at the universities of Capetown and Stellenbosch in
her native South Africa, Dr Weiner spent years in rural and GP service before
moving to Australia with her husband in 2008.
“Things have changed significantly since I arrived in Australia 10 years ago, working at
Gold Coast Hospital,” she said. “You can feel the busyness.
“Overcrowding was even worse in South Africa but the biggest thing for me coming here was
actually having computers to track patients. That was amazing for me; to be able to see who was in
your waiting room and how many people need help. Just ten years later Metro South Health is fully digital.”
Dr Weiner said her rise to the top was born from a desire to facilitate change; to help staff improve their
own working environment and help them provide the very best care to patients.
“When you’re on the floor you deal with day-to-day frustrations and come up with ideas for improvement; I
want to engage with staff, to empower them to make those changes, to make them feel like they’re making
a difference to improve their work.”
With a “keen interest” in clinical improvement, Dr Weiner said she was already getting staff involved in
process mapping; in working out where the problems were, what was causing them and coming up with
solutions.
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She said with girl power on her side, the Logan Hospital Emergency Department leadership team of
Nursing Director Kathy Flanigan and Nurse Unit Manager Tracy Churchill, was now working from the ground
up, to ensure the department lived up to their new motto “best place to work,
best place for care”.
Formally appointed to the top job in June, Dr Weiner said while the nature of
the community we serve at Logan Hospital created wide-ranging challenges,
tangible and measurable improvements were being made.

read the
full story
online

“I want to e ngage
wi th staff, to
e mpowe r the m to
make changes”
- Yolande Weiner

In the news

ED

in the news . .

EXAMPLES OF NON-URGENT ED PRESENTATIONS 1 January 2018 - 30 June 2018

*Queensland wide figures

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Acne 33
Blister 4
Hiccups 13
Ingrown nail 43
Insect bite 18
Medical certificate 1,354
Repeat prescription 1,505
Contraceptive management 75
Bruise 1,646
Splinter 2,098
Attention to surgical dressings/sutures 6,805
Urinary tract infection 3,846
Nose bleed 530
Warts 80

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sunburn 133
Cough 1,110
Muscle cramp or spasm 310
Nappy rash 114
Heartburn 1
Ear wax blockage 612
Localised swelling 1,571
Motion sickness 3
Nightmares 2
Minor burn 854
Gingivitis 97
Sore throat 697
Splinter 2,098

As one of the busiest months for Queensland emergency
departments begins, Queensland Health is urging people
to think before heading to an ED for minor conditions.
Logan Hospital emergency consultant Dr Scott Mackenzie said while no
patient seeking assistance from an ED is ever turned away, people with
minor ailments or injuries could be putting more seriously ill patients at risk
with the added pressure on the system.
“These sorts of presentations see our staff attending to people that could
be seen by other medical professions,” he said.
“Keep our emergency departments for those who need it most.”
Queensland Health’s Chief Clinical Information Officer Professor Keith
McNeil said that on average, of the 155,000 ED presentations across
Queensland public hospitals every month, 32 per cent were ailments a
GP could treat.
“Queensland emergency departments are seeing more and more
patients needing care for urgent and complex conditions, and
people seeking care for minor ailments put added pressure on
our hardworking ED staff,” he said.
“In the first six months of this year, more than 290,000
presentations were categorised as GP-type, meaning they
could or should have been treated by GPs or other clinical
professionals and not in the emergency department.
“Of those, we’ve had presentations for acne, hiccups,
ingrown nails, blisters, warts and sunburn – not to mention
the thousands of sprains and bruises our ED nurses and
physiotherapists treat.
“While they may well have required some sort of medical or
other clinical attention, the emergency department is not the
right place for these kinds of ailments.
“We continue to have Queenslanders turning up for
prescription refills, medical certificates and contraception
management.
“The emergency department is not the place for these
things – by definition, it’s there to treat emergencies.
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“Our outstanding ED clinicians work hard, saving
life and limb, and ensuring people are treated in a
timely manner – these non-emergency and less
severe type presentations make it much harder to
do that.”
Featured: Logan Hospital ED Consultant
Dr Scott Mackenzie appearing on 7 News.

read online

Nursing

EN training day a great opportunity

Featured:
Rhys Adams (Acting 2G/MAPU Clinical Facilitator, NMPDU, Logan)
Emma Eaton (Nurse Educator, Nursing Practice Development Unit, PAH)
Melanie Nilsen (Project Officer/Nurse Educator, Nursing Practice Development Unit, PAH)
Rayna Baker-Birdling (Acting Medical Division Nurse Educator, NMPDU, Logan Hospital)
Angelka Opie (returning Medical Division Nurse Educator, NMPDU, Logan Hospital)

The first cohort of ENs to take part in a
Logan Bayside Health Network workshop are
ambassadors for change after taking part in
an IV Medication Administration Workshop
recently.
Acting Medical Division Nurse Educator, NMPDU, Logan
Rayna Baker-Birdling said LBHN had taken the lead from
the PAH and their leads.
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“This is a great opportunity to support our ENs to reach
their full potential within the organisation which will
ultimately have a flow on effect in helping their teams,
patients and patient flow,” Rayna said.
“A considered approach with IV Medication Administration

competencies has been formulated and inservices will
be rolled out across the various areas to guide all staff on
the process of EN IV medication administration, to raise
awareness of the changing scope of practice and the
delegation of responsibilities.
“This cohort need to be commended on their exemplary,
dedicated approach to education and their willingness to
support their patients and their teams in the IV medication
administration arena.”
All ENs across Logan Bayside can submit their educational
transcript via the link below.

submit now
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Research supporting better
postoperative outcomes
Director of Internal Medicine and
Clinical Epidemiology at the PA
Hospital, A/Professor Ian Scott,
is leading a team of researchers
to develop a standardised tool
that will assess a patient’s
suitability for elective surgery
prior to admission.
The research has been funded through
the 2018 Research Support Scheme which
fosters innovative research projects
through Metro South Health (MSH)
that translate evidence into health and
medical outcomes.
“Any surgical procedure has some
associated risk,” said A/Prof Ian Scott.
“However, elderly and frail patients
have an increased risk of illness
and complications associated with
anaesthesia and surgery.”
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“Surgical teams aim to improve a
patient’s quality of life. The tool will
provide individualised information on
every patient in predicting the risk of poor
postoperative outcomes and identifying
potential for pre-operative optimisation
of fitness. We are confident that this
will reduce the chance of developing
problems and for the surgery to improve
quality of life.”
The tool will assess a number of
things including nutritional status,
functional capacity both mentally and
physically, and ability to recuperate.
Through this screening process,
surgeons, anaesthetists and physicians
can establish a detailed overview of

a patient’s health and identify the
determinants of a good surgical outcome.
“For some patients, surgery just isn’t
the best option as they have a very low
chance of doing well and we should
counsel away from doing the procedure.
Other patients may need a period of
optimisation by improving their physical
or mental function for example, reducing
blood pressure or stopping smoking,”
said A/Prof Scott.
If surgery is an option for the patient,
treatment teams will have individualised
information to provide the best patientcentred care including evidence of
underlying dementia or potential for
delirium.

The pr oject team .

.

Ian Scott – Director of Internal Medicine & Clinical Epidemiology, Princess
Alexandra Hospital; Professor of Medicine, The University of Queensland.

Ruth Hubbard – Associate Professor of Geriatric Medicine, The University of

Queensland; Head of School, PA Southside Clinical School, UQ; Consultant Geriatrician,
Princess Alexandra Hospital.

“We have scoped the methods
currently used to assess surgical
patients throughout Metro South, and
are finalising the tool in light of this
review, and will recruit patients from all
Metro South hospitals in trialling the
assessment tool.”

Nancye Peel – Senior Research Fellow, Centre for Health Services Research,

“Following the trial, we can then
measure the effectiveness of the tool by
comparing outcomes with historical data.
We hope to see fewer post-operative
complications, shorter lengths of stay
and better outcomes overall.”

Chris Cole – Consultant Cardiac and Thoracic Surgeon, Princess Alexandra Hospital;
Associate Lecturer, The University of Queensland.

While the screening tool is being trialled
in Metro South Health hospitals, this
research trial will hopefully provide the
evidence base for it to be used in other
hospital and health systems across
Australia.

Hospital.

read online

Faculty of Medicine, The University of Queensland.

Pal Sivalingam – Associate Professor, Senior Consultant & Deputy Director, Dept.
of Anaesthetics, Princess Alexandra Hospital.

Xenia Caney – General Physician, Staff Specialist in Perioperative Medicine, Dept.
of Internal Medicine, Princess Alexandra Hospital; Senior Lecturer, The University of
Queensland.

Candace Sadler – Nurse Manager & Elective Surgery Co-ordinator, QEII Jubilee
Hospital.

Aisling Fleury – Consultant Physician in Geriatric Medicine, Logan Hospital.
Justin Gundara – Staff Specialist in General & Endocrine Surgery, Redland/Logan
Bonnie Pimm – Research Nurse, Centre for Geriatric Medicine, The University of

Queensland; Clinical Nurse, Geriatric & Rehabilitation Unit, Princess Alexandra Hospital.

Sarah Bowman – Consultant Anaesthetist, QEII Hospital.
David Highton – Staff Specialist in Anaesthesia, Princess Alexandra Hospital.
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Future Hospital

Community Voice

Family says thank you to
Recently I experienced the wonderful work of your
midwife team in the maternity ward, 2D. I wanted to
pass on my sincere gratitude for the sensational way
each and everyone one of them conducted themselves
during my stay.
I was in the ward after an elective Caesarean due
to my baby being breech and not able to be moved
by an ECV procedure. During all of my pre-op
appointments everyone went through what to expect
in great detail, however, my husband and I were still
extremely nervous of the unknown in regards to the
op. The people involved with the check in process,
the anaesthetist and the surgeons helped put me
at ease by their light-hearted manner and ability to
communicate openly and casually with me. I thank
them greatly.
A little note about each of the midwives I had dealings
with that I’d love to be passed onto them:
Peta - she was present during the check in process and
the op. She was absolutely lovely and made me feel
as though I was the only person she was looking after
with great attentiveness through what was quite a long
wait for us.
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Joy - she was the first midwife I met at the ward. I loved
that someone with experience was going to take care
of me. Joy is actually the middle name of our baby
girl so I thought it was “meant to be”. Joy is one of
those people that don’t beat around the bush, she was
direct, loving, caring, knowledgeable and got the job
done. I respond very well to people like this, so it was
great to have her as my first midwife.
Justine - WOW!! For me, Justine was the best midwife
I had during my stay. She was super amazing, had
so much knowledge to share and explained things in
detail to help me understand things better. Nothing
was too much trouble for Justine and she seemed more
than happy to do whatever was needed. I’d like to

“fantastic” 2D

nominate her for the midwife of the year - can
you please provide me with her surname, so I
can do so?
Essie - absolutely lovely. She had to deal
with a few yuck intimate things with me, and
she didn’t make it awkward. She was very
helpful.
Cara - a very grounded, centred and calm
person. She shared many great tips and was
always happy to assist in any way.
Grace - what a go go attitude Grace has. It
was a busy time when she was in, and had a
lot to get through however, she always made
me feel looked after. I feel she was a stickler
for the rules and did things by the book, all
the way.
Lisa - a lovely person. She was quiet and
considerate. A very calm person, who helped
in any way possible.
I also had one other midwife on my discharge
day that is definitely worth mentioning. I
completely forgot to note down her name,
but I think it was Rebecca. Hopefully you
are able to look it up for me please - I feel
terrible for not remembering. But she was
fantastic as well. Very informative and
conducted herself very professionally.

If I was to have another baby, I would have no
hesitation to go back to Logan Hospital seeing as my
experience there was so fantastic.
I thank everyone involved, both on the ‘front line’ and
that behind the scenes. I know a lot of work goes
into everything done there at the hospital, and it all
seemed flawless.
Kind regards, N and D W
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Featured: The Zika Mozzie Seeker project team – a
collaboration between Metro South Public Health Unit
and Queensland Health Forensic and Scientific Services.

Metro South Health’s Zika Mozzie Seeker
project has been named among the top
science initiatives in Australia after being
nominated as a finalist for the ‘Oscars of
Australian Science’ – the 2018 Australian
Museum Eureka Prizes.
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Through the project, one of Australia’s first healthbased citizen science projects, residents in the
suburbs south of Brisbane have been on the hunt for
mosquitoes that can spread Zika or Dengue viruses
and they’ve been looking in their own backyards.
It’s all part of research to increase confidence that
‘Zika mozzies’ have not invaded the Metro South

Health region (south side of Brisbane, Logan,
Redlands and Beaudesert).
To take part, residents set up DIY mosquito egg traps
in their backyards for a few weeks, collected the eggs
and mailed them back to the lab to be identified using
a revolutionary method of DNA testing.
The project is a collaboration between Metro South
Public Health Unit, who are leading the project, and a
team from Queensland Health (Forensic and Scientific
Services), who developed the DNA test.
Project manager and entomologist Brian Montgomery,
from Metro South Public Health Unit, highlighted the
vital role everyday people played in the project.
“The Eureka nomination recognises the important

contribution of all the community members – our
Zika Mozzie Seekers – who set up mozzie egg traps at
home,” Brian said.
“It also showcases the hard work of the project
team, who have developed a unique citizen science
approach to mozzie monitoring.
“This partnership between community members and
health authorities could revolutionise urban mosquito
monitoring and help protect our communities from
Zika, Dengue and other diseases spread by mozzies.
It is a world-first for mozzie monitoring.
If you’re a resident of the Metro South Health region
of Brisbane, please get
involved,” Brian said.

more info

What’s On

Beaudesert
Hospital
- MaternityWARD
Ward
Thank you
BEAUDESERT
MATERNITY
My partner and I recently welcomed our baby girl into the world
at Beaudesert Hospital on the 6th of August 2018. We live in
Jimboomba and were originally booked in at another hospital up
until 38 weeks because we misunderstood and thought IVF was
classed as a compilation. However, one night we were concerned
about bub and visited Beaudesert hospital for a quick check.
That’s when we met Jo, who was not only reassuring but also
informed us we can actually deliver at Beaudesert and assisted
in transferring us over. From then it has been nothing but truly
amazing support from all the staff (and I do mean everyone),
from the tea lady, wardies to Doctors. We just wanted to extend
a massive THANK YOU and make very special mention to Jo, Matt
Kelly, Nicole and Michael for assisting with the delivery (these
guys are absolute legends!!) and all the other midwives and staff
who supported us through this experience. You should definitely
be proud of the team you have! Regards, Emma & Mitch .
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Another FUTURE HOSPITAL Program Initiative
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